FAGERHOLM - practical guidance & safety information
Please review this for your personal guidance and safety before arriving at Fagerholm Island.

Safety at sea, near sea and at Jetty
You are personally responsible for your safety during your visit at Fagerholm.
We recommend that you use a life-vest when boarding and do not move around or stand
unnecessarily in a boat. Follow always the skipper’s instructions promptly on-board.

Watch Your step
When you move around the island, remember that for example rocks, wooden surfaces on
jetty’s are especially slippery when wet. There are places on the island where smaller kids
should not be left alone. Never jump from boats, - as a boat is not a firm platform and will
move with your movements.

You are in the nature
Especially in the south-western area of the island, a lot of birds nest and will in spring and
early summer try to discourage persons to come to close to their nests, to the degree that
some birds come very close and could even try to hit you. If you hear a bird getting very upset, you are probably approaching their nest, so move away from that area. Do not walk in
areas with longer grass or vegitation, as there could be “mite’s” or occasional snakes.

Remember - it’s an island
Fire and smoking are main risks at an island, - as help will NOT be arriving in case of a fire !
We recommend you not to smoke while at Fagerholm, but if you do, secure that you act very
responsibly and that no parts of cigarettes are ever left anywher in the nature at the Island.
Sound travel especially well over water, so if the wind is towards another island, our sound
and noice can well be heard a kilometer away.
We are making all the fresh water we use at the island, out of salt water, so water is a scarce
resource. Remember when showering etc. that you are on an island ! Everything consumed
on the island is brought there by ship (oil, food-stuff, fire-wood etc.) and all trash and
garbage are separated into a) burning, b) composting or c) things to be transported away
from the island, - so we try not to “consume” as on the mainland and we always separate all
trash.

Littering & smoking
Secure that you do not litter and in case you have the bad addiction of smoking, - that you
only do it at safe places and secure that any cigarette remains are properly disposed !

Enjoy
Enjoy Your time at Fagerholm island !

Remember that a positive attitude solves most issues.
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